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NFMRI announces $1.7 million to fund
Australian medical research innovations
The National Foundation for Medical Research and Innovation (NFMRI)
celebrated 40 years of supporting medical research this evening. At a dinner
held at the Australian National Maritime Museum in Sydney, with special guest
speaker Mark Carnegie, NFMRI recognised important partnerships helping to
advance Australian medical discoveries by announcing new grants and the
inaugural recipient of the Dr John Raftos AM Medal.
A/Prof Wendy Cooper from Royal Prince Alfred Hospital is the inaugural
recipient of the Dr John Raftos AM Medal with an accompanying $50,000
research grant
NFMRI announces $549,955 for new grants commencing in 2018
New and currently funded research support is $1,759,539
A/Prof Wendy Cooper was presented the Dr John Raftos AM Medal by Dr John
Raftos (son) for her achievements within lung cancer diagnosis and its
application in drug profiling to provide better treatment options. Prof Cooper’s
research has resulted in existing cancer drugs being targeted toward specific
tumours and helping existing drugs being added to the Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme (PBS).
New projects being supported in 2018 are:
A/Prof Janet Davies, Queensland University of Technology, asthma and

allergy diagnostic, $99,953
Prof Michael Good AO, Griffith University, malaria vaccine, $200,000
Prof Philip Sutton, Murdoch Children’s Research Institute, gastric cancer
vaccine, $150,000
Dr Joanna Woodcock, University of South Australia, lung cancer therapy,
$$50,002 (funded in partnership with Equity Trustees)
Mr John Harkness, Chairman of NFMRI, said that “currently funded projects
were already translating to early social and commercial successes and these
new projects would help address significant community burdens”. Mr Harkness
recognised donors and the contributions of the many Board and Research
Advisory Committee (RAC) members that have contributed to NFMRI’s success
over the past 40 years. In particular he thanked Dr John Dixon Hughes OAM
for his role as Director since the inception of the Foundation and his role as
Chair of the RAC.
Highlighting the importance of good giving and impact, Mr Harkness noted the
“success of our strategy has resulted in the delivery of new patient diagnostics,
the formation of industry partnerships and new venture capital investments that
are important in delivering community benefits though new innovations
including medicines, vaccines, diagnostics and devices.”
NFMRI CEO, Dr Noel Chambers, thanked NFMRI’s funding partners, which
included the NSW Department of Primary Industries and Equity Trustees
saying that “support from the NSW Government towards emerging infectious
diseases and from The Mason Foundation (managed by Equity Trustees)
providing $600,000 per annum for future Alzheimer’s disease research would
help advance research and innovations towards potential future treatments and
options for those in need.”
Dr Chambers also thanked IP Australia, Griffith Hack and others who over the
years have provided pro bono support, such as patent analytics and mentoring,
to NFMRI-funded researchers and institutions.

NFMRI wishes to thank all sponsors,
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who joined us to celebrate the Foundation's
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Our 2017 Conference was made possible thanks to generous support from the
NSW Department of Primary Industries

2018 Grant Rounds
NFMRI's annual grant round will open on

Generosity Forum 2018, 27
Feb 2018, Melbourne

the 29th of January 2018 and close on the
29th of March 2018. This grant round will
accepts expressions of interest (EOIs) in
portfolios 2 and 3.
Please note that a seperate Alzheimer's
disease grant round will be held later in
2018. Those interested in NFMRI support
should subscribe to our newsletter as all
funding announcements will be made via

NFMRI's 2017 & 2018
Strategies for Success
presentations are currently
scheduled to take place in
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane,
Gold Coast, Townsville and
Newcastle. Please click here
for more information or to
register.

the newsletter.

Speaker request form
NFMRI is happy to consider
opportunities to present at research
institution and university events to
outline the Foundation's processes
and strategy, with a view to assist
applicants to improve their grant
submission success rates. We are
able to discuss topics such as what
funders are looking for, how to better
engage with industry and venture
capital

amongst

many

others.

NFMRI is particularly interested in

helping

organisations

and

other

funders support the advancement of
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biomedical innovations and get them
translation/commercialisation ready.
Those interested should complete

Our 2016 Annual Report is available for
download and includes case studies and

our speaker request form. A
representative of NFMRI will be in

highlights of our current and past

touch shortly after the request is

research projects.

received.

Recent "Thinking Out Loud" blog posts
NFMRI announces more than $1.7 million to fund Australian medical research
innovations
Effective and efficient support of medical research needs to consider more
than just the cause
$1.29m partnership to tackle cancer and Alzheimer's disease
The power of patent analytics in Alzheimer's research
Measuring research impact: Part 2 - influencing behaviour
Australia's innovation efficiency is a wicked problem needing a solution
Bridging the valley-of-death to create a path to successes: a case for publiclyfunded drug discovery
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